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A Reasoned Ethics
ERIK VON KUEHNELT-LEDDIHN
Henry Hazlitt certainly needs no introduction to the readers of
:iATIONAL REVIEW. In' the last decades he has been one of the most consistent and systematic defenders of personal liberty and, above all, of
a free economy against all forms of materialism, "fatalism" and collectivism. Not content, however, with an exposition of only the practical
advantages of our free (or near-free) economic order, he has felt impelled to probe deeper and to look for its moral foundations. In this
search he has developed what could be called not an entire philosophy,
but at least a system of morality with its own rational cogency.
This book is an impressive achievement: it is lucidly written in a
language any educated person can understand; it avoids the jargon of
those scholars who cannot really handle the English language; and it
offers us a true panorama of the various efforts to establish a system
of morals on a rational foundation. Which morals? Basically those which
guided Western civilization during its early pagan phase and, even
more, during its Christian phase, and which are now under attack from
various quarters: from a materialistic determination stemming from the
grandfather of democracy, the Marquis de Sade (so little known as a and of society nearly always coincide,
political thinker) ; from "biologism," but are not (such is our human prea solipsistic hedonism; from inroads dicament) in every case identical."
It is impossible within the frame of
<( snort review to -offer. the reader a
The Foundations of Morality, by
comprehensive picture· of this book.
Henry Hazlitt. Van Nostrand, $9.95 The seventh chapter, "Long Run vs.
Short Run," is a most important key
made by Asian agnostic notions (even to the main argument. In view of the
if these now seem rooted in "Anglo- exaggerated 'claims of some of our
Saxon" groves of academe) . Mr. theologians.in arguing along the lines
Hazlitt's outlook is, perhaps, deistic- of the natural law, one has to applaud
this I feel though I cannot put my Hazlitt's careful formulation: "If ...
finger on it; but in the domain of we think of natural law as merely a
ethics, deism and theism speak at misnomer for Ideal Law, or Law-asleast an analogous language and they It-Ought-to-Be, and if, in addition,
really should make common cause. we have the humility or scientific
Hazlitt's r~peated statement that .caution to assume that we do not in~fhics is a means rather than an ultuitively or automatically know what
"'titn.a,te ~d should occasion no quarrel this is, but that it is something to be
-.with the tneist.._,
discovered and formulated by expe. - Hazlitt---<,~uite rightly-rejects rience and reason, and that we can
the idea that there is no antithesis constantly improve our · concepts
between the interests of society and without ever reaching finality or perthose of the individual, and he insists fection, then we have a powerful tool
that our morality is "practical" in for the continuous reform of positive
the deeper sense of the term. There law." Crucial also is the chapter on
is a pre-established harmony between "Egoism, Altruism and Mutualism,"
ethics, our personal happiness (in and witty the chapter entitled "Duty
the long run!), and the weal of soci- for Duty's Sake," in which Hazlitt
ety, and he arrives at the formula: goes to town on Kant; I think he is
"The real interests of the individual on less sure ground when he deals

with the issue of "Absolutism -cs. Relativism," although he frankly ::~dmits
that "we must be extremely careful
not to overstate it [i.e. the case
against absolutism] and so lan2. in t.~e
bottomless swamp of relativism or
moral anarchy."
One might be less enthusiastic
about the chapters relating t o ascetism and to "Morality and Religion." Here the reviewer differs with
the author who does, however, in
spite of his strictures, confess that
"the belief in an all-knowing and
all-judging God remains a tremendous force in ethical conduct today."
In defense of his skepticism as to
a religious foundation of ethics Hazlitt cites a long passage from the late
Morris Cohen's Faith of a Liberal,
quoting some of the worst records of
"religion in action." The data provided by this "bitter and unqualified
indictment" (Hazlitt's words) are
quite correct and one could add even
more material. But measured against
our ethical notions we cannot talk
about religion-in- general, but have
to take the faiths individually-and
not only individually, but also in their
various phases of growth. There
exists, as St. Vincent of Lerins in his
Commonitorium stated 1,500 years
ago, a profectus
Ecclesiae, a "progress" of t he
Church through
the ages, a process certainly not
characterized by
. a steady speed.
There are former laws, by-laws and
regulations in the Catholic Church
which today fill us not only with
mirth, but with horror or indignation.
Women who had died in childbirth
-to quote one instance--were buried
like dogs outside of sacred grounds
because, not having been churched,
they were "unclean"-clearly a hangover from Old Testament notions.
This practice survived regionally
until the seventeenth century. The
Church, from a Christian viewpoint,
attains greater truth and clarity
through the ages; she is, as Hugo
Hahner has pointed out, a dusty
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pilgrim
through
the
centuries.
Hazlitt cites Dostoievsky and Santayana as opposing witnesses, for and
against the necessity of religion as an
ethical foundation, and he openly
sides with Santayana. This reviewer,
however, fails to see a personally coactive element in ethics based purely
on a reasoning process. Even many
Catholic theologians, incidentally, are
inclined in this direction, and here
one rather sympathizes with Barth.
Playing the advocatus diaboli in discussing this issue with theologians on
a revelational and existential rather
than on a social and rational basis,
one easily gets the better of them,
especially of the dear Natural Law
acrobats. It is precisely in those nations and religions where the emotive-personal-supernatural ·and the
rational elements are happily blended
that we have higher.moral standards.
A purely rational approach to
morals (for instance, in the form the
Soviets are trying to put across) is
almost certainly doomed · to failure,
even if isolated individuals respond
to it. The "atheist saint" is not too
rare, but he does not "carry". a nation's ethics, and Mr. Hazlitt knows
that the ethical environment helps
very much to fashion positive individual morals. There remains, moreover, the problem of the personal
co-activeness of exclusively reasoned
morals. The argument "if everybody
would do this, we would all soon
founder" is an "iffy" proposition
which rarely works with the radically
independent mind. Christian ethics
not only take deeds into consideration
but also thoughts. They are "radical," which means that they go to
the roots. They transcend the probLem
of mere social interaction and social
ethics. They address themselves to
the soul or, if Mr. Hazlitt prefers the
term, to consciousness (and conscience).
These remarks, however, do not
mean that the Christian moralist can
or ought to brush Mr. Hazlitt's book
aside. To the contrary, im1eed; he
should see in the rational .m oralist
(or in the moral rationalist) a valuable and necessary ally. This is certainly true of the Catholic theologian,
whose knowledge and r-easoning
would be greatly enriched by perusing this volume, which also contains
a brilliant defense of free enterpris-e.
As a preliminary crowning of Mr.
Hazlitt's lifelong labors. one must
wish it every imaginable success.
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Catalyst of Liberty
EDMUND A. OPIT.Z

"HEand

the most approachnble
most impenetrable of
men, easy and delightful of acquaintance, impossible o£ knowledge." So
Nock appeared to many of his contemporaries; but this s~ntenc~ is actually AJN's estimate of his favorite
American, Thomas Jefferson. Nock
was something of a legend while he
WAS

The Memoirs of a Superfluous Man.
by Albert Jay Nock. Regnery, $5.95
The Mind and Art of Albert lay
Nock, by Robert M. Crunden.
Regnery, $4.95
lived, seeking privacy a~ assiduousJy
as most men seek publicity, and :he
myths he sowed around his person
assured his solitariness. Yet, paradoxically, this private man 1Jar excellence
was a prime mover in the public
realm. Not a paradox, really, for it is
only when matters truly private are
handled individually tbat men deal
competently with things public.
Mr. Nock's Memoirs are not autobiography "·s that literary form is
customarily understood. They are the
detached- account of an unusual mind,
the ideas it entertained, and how it
ca.me to hold these ideas. True, a
man's life is the point of departure,
but no mor~ details of .that life are
revealed than can be used as pegs
to hang the ideas on. N ock caters to
prurience not at all, and so in reading
him the simian side of human nature
recedes, while the truly human faculties are brought into play. As a reading experience, this is something like
looking into :.. mirrcr which reilects,
not the warts and missing teeth, but
only the better features. Nock does
make demands of his readers, but if
the demands are half-way met the
latent potentialities in a man begin to
pop out.
Nock has a way of becoming an
event in a man's life, as almost any
reader of his books will tell you.
Years ago be happened to m e. An
occasional article by a name which
meant nothing to me provided enough
gritty material so that the classroom
collectivism didn't go down smoothly.
Following a lead in one essay, I looked
up Spencer's The Man versus the

State, and then I tasted the forbidden
fruit of a book or two by Nock biniself, with some misgivings. But after
World War II I picked up a secondhand copy of the Memoirs in McDonald's in San Francisco and sat up
reading it during a long train trip
across the country. By the time I
reached the East Coast I had chosen
sides. But I was not Nock's man; I
was more than ever my own man, I
felt, as a resuli of AJN's gentle prodding.
Nock never intrudes upon the reader by telling him what to think or
what to do, but there is no mist~king
what he thought, and precisely why
he thought so. His stance is perfectly
illustrated by one of L e-onard Read's
stories. Read went through Our
Enemy, the State in the mid- thirties,
and then wrote Nock to tell hi.1n how
much he liked it. "Buf how can you
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advocate the Single Tax?" Read asked. "I don't ;;.dvocate the Single Tax,"
AJN replied; "I merely believe in it!"
Nock steered clear of all causes and
all reforms, except one. The cause to
which he devoted himself with singleness of purpose was the liberation of
the individual person-not a task
which can be accomplished by proxy.
When an individual seeks to reform
himself, the only help his environment can prcvide is tlw presence of
an already liberated person. Nock has
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